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Rationale  

It is said that “more opportunities are needed for peer and self-assessment” within the 
classroom (Scottish Executive, 2006:10). Researchers suggest that learners ‘make more 
progress when…involved in assessment” (University of Exeter, online). Furthermore, self, 
peer and teacher assessment are to be used within schools in Scotland (Building the 
Curriculum 5, 2011:8).  

Taking into account the three different types of feedback, it could be argued that peer-
assessment in class is the most difficult to monitor and the most difficult for children to 
understand how to complete to the correct standards. This was based on my own opinion and 
through professional dialogue with colleagues. As a probationer teacher, I have been having 
difficulty implementing effective peer-assessment and thus, took this opportunity to learn 
more about how I can successfully implement it in the class to enhance both teaching and 
learning. It is important for the pupil to self-reflect but equally as important for the teacher to 
self-reflect (Pollard, 2008). Through my own reflections, assessment strategies are something 
which I want to spend more time researching. 

Aims 

The aim of this enquiry is to find out if the introduction of peer-assessment checklists 
effected the quality of the feedback children give to their peers. 

Methodology 

Research was carried out with fifteen children in a primary 6/7 class over the course of a 
month to investigate what effects peer-assessment checklists have on literacy tasks. The 
school as a whole has high expectations of both presentation and content of work. Success 
criteria and learning intentions are always differentiated to suit a range of abilities. I 
introduced peer checklists within the class (see appendix 1 and appendix 2). The checklists 
were differentiated to suit the needs of different literacy groups which enabled the research 
task to be inclusive to all learners. All checklists included a focus on the completion of work 
along with the use of core writing targets. These are areas which the class as a whole are 
continually working towards improving. 

The checklist was introduced across three literacy groups. Over the four week period, each 
reading group were given a set criteria for their writing task which was always clearly 
displayed and discussed with the children before they were set to task. Children peer-assessed 
work within their own literacy groups. Children were given work to assess by myself so they 
were not choosing friends work to mark, thus potentially having an influence on how the 
work was marked. 

Before children used the checklists I showed them my expectations of how the checklists 
should be completed. As a class, we discussed what we were looking for to meet the 
expectations of each area on the checklist. Once all boxes on the checklist has been ticked or 
crossed children used this to construct peer feedback, using the information to write a 
comment on one thing that was particularly good and one thing they think could be done 



better next time (if any). Children left their initials on their comments so that when the work 
was handed back to the person they could have a partner discussion on the comments. 

Children were encouraged to reflect on the comments and be mindful of what their partner 
wrote to improve the quality of their next piece of work. 

Questionnaires 

Before the checklists were given out, children completed a questionnaire on the use of 
checklists and their feelings regarding peer feedback. The questionnaire allowed children to 
express their views honestly without being influenced by others in the class. Once the study 
was completed, the same questionnaire was carried out and the results compared. I asked 
questions to the class as a whole and they would answer their questions on a whiteboard and 
display their answers to me. Children were asked to answer yes or no to the given questions. 
The questions were as follows; 

1. Are you confident in giving peer feedback? 
2. Do you like receiving peer feedback? 
3. Are you honest when you give peer feedback? 
4. Do you regularly complete your work? 
5. Do you regularly meet the success criteria? 
6. Do you regularly use your core writing targets? 

Observations 

As children read their peers work and filled out checklists, I observed them and listened to 
their discussions. I regularly circulate the class as children work, so this was nothing new to 
them. I was able to ensure that they were marking work responsibly, ensuring children 
referred to the clearly presented success criteria and were secure in their knowledge of the 
expectations of appropriate presentation of work and what the core writing targets are. This 
benefited some children who require teacher prompts to keep them focussed and on task. 

Findings 

Questionnaire Results 

I have compared the children’s questionnaire answers from before and after the study was 
carried out. The questions related to the targets children were trying to meet on the checklists 
and also to their personal feelings towards peer-assessment and feedback. The results suggest 
that the implementation of peer-assessment checklists had a positive impact on both 
children’s work and also their confidence in assessing one another. 

After discussing question 1 with the children it was apparent that they were sometimes not 
confident in what they were looking for when assessing one another’s work. They voiced that 
they found the checklists useful as it guided them to what they were looking for in the pieces 
of work and thus could give clear, honest, constructive feedback.  

The answers to question 3 tells me that children became more honest when peer-assessing as 
the work given to them was random and not work which was swapped with a friend in the 
group.  

 

 



Figure 1. 

 

 

Observation Results 

All of the children in the class were able to assess the work of their peers and leave a relevant 
comment. Some children required support to do this but did show a better understanding of 
how to peer-assess than they did before. The comments they wrote were always encouraging. 
I found that; 

1. Children wanted to better or maintain the same standards as their last piece of peer-
assessed work. 

2. Some children struggled to write constructive comments, but with guidance and some 
teacher input children’s confidence in doing this increased over the four week period. 

3. Children enjoyed talking to the person who marked their work and discussing the 
comments that were left. It encouraged most children to take pride in their work and 
additionally, it encouraged others to work harder next time to improve the feedback 
they were receiving. 

Some of the comments I heard during observations include: 

“Your handwriting has gotten better since I last saw your work, try to finish your task.” 

“You have met your success criteria, remember to use full stops.” 

“Remember to use the correct format that the teacher has set out.” 

“Read over your work when it is finished.” 

“Your work is very neat.” 
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“You tried hard to meet all of the checklist.” 

“Your handwriting is lovely.” 

“Your work is beautiful.” 

“I can see you are trying hard to join your handwriting.” 

Conclusions 

The above evidence suggests that the study had a positive impact on children’s learning. 
Children are more confident to peer-assess and are taking more pride in their own work. 
Children still require teacher modelling for giving their peers comments but there was a 
definite improvement as the weeks progressed. In light of this, it could be argued that 
children learn best from one another. 

Implications for Future Practice 

I will continue to use the checklists in my classroom and plan to adapt and use them for self-
assessment too. This has been a valuable tool and has enhanced the learning of the children in 
the classroom. This study has impacted on how I carry out tasks which are peer-assessed 
across the curriculum. I will introduce the checklists over a variety of different tasks. 
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Appendix 1 

Peer-Assessment 

Checklist 
Does the work  

contain core           

writing targets? 

Is the work 

completed?  

Is the work 

finished? 

Has the 

Success 

Criteria been  

met? 

 

Appendix 2 

Peer-Assessment 

Checklist 
Does the work  

contain capital 

letters? 

Does the work 

contain full  

stops? 

Is the work 

Completed? 

Has the 

Success 

Criteria been  

met? 

 


